
We Secure IoT™
The traditional architecture of IoT and smart devices creates a massive attack surface, forcing 
security policy to accept high risk and/or restricted access, which poses a burden on users. By 
coupling the same modularity techniques used in cloud computing with the fundamentals of 
security, trustworthiness, robustness and adaptability to enable highly secure connected devices, 
Cog proactively delivers the assurance of defense grade security for world governments, defense 
organizations and corporate enterprises.

Security and Productivity
• Defense grade embedded security that just works
• Allows end user to work freely

Reliability and Stability
• Modular architecture enhances flexibility
• Multiple levels of containerization, redundancy  

and granular control

Extensibility and Scalability
• D4 Secure™ allows for highly modular design approach
• Ability to grow dynamically as requirements evolve

Cost effective and Manageable
• Commercial device at commercial price
• Unrivaled capacity management and control



Cog has designed and built D4 Secure to provide the highest degree of assurance that a user’s 
communication over a network is protected – all the time.
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These D4 Secure features provide for the highest degree of assurance that the device attack surface 
has been greatly reduced and that any data living on or leaving the device is fully encrypted as well as 
routed through the appropriate driver.

Modularity – Leverage virtualization to modularize key components into separate virtual machines to ensure that if a device does get infected – it 
cannot spread. Cog isolates the storage and wi-fi /modem drivers, along with separate virtual machines for added layers of encryption for data at rest 
(DAR) and data in transit (DIT).

Full Disk Encryption (FDE) – Cog adds a second layer of full disk encryption beyond the native encryption capability typically included in the 
operation system to provide Double DAR protection.

Nested VPN – Cog adds a 2nd VPN to the operating system, to run a truly ‘nested’ VPN solution on the device, which provides Double DIT protection.

Isolated Key Store– Virtualized Key Store that never touches the operating system.

Secure Device Policies – The only way data can live on or leave the device is if it is fi rst routed from the operating system through the FDE and/
or VPN and then into either the storage or wi-fi /modem driver, as appropriate. The device can only connect to known wi-fi  hotspots or LTE networks.
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